SMART Board® 4000 series
interactive flat panels
Tomorrow’s technology today

Made for education
Includes SMART
Notebook® software

Built to last
50,000 hours of
uninterrupted lessons

Premium experience
8 simultaneous touch points and
1080p HD resolution

A new level of dependability
Never worry about classroom downtime with 50,000* hours of stunning content quality and reliable service, outlasting typical
technology lifecycles. Unlike consumer screens, we’ve designed our new generation of displays for the classroom. When it’s
time to replace, the timing is decided by you, when it’s right for your school. No more downtime fixing burnt out projector
bulbs, no shadows getting in the way, no glare or hot spots, and no faded images.
*Brightness reduced by half

Key Features
Powered by SMART Notebook® software
Included is the software that teaches the world,
optimized for use on SMART interactive displays.
Create lesson plans in the same environment you’ll
be teaching on. The world’s most popular learning
software is made by teachers, for teachers, to inspire
students in perfect harmony.

Brilliant HD resolution
Durable, commercial-grade HD LED panels display
brilliantly detailed images in 1080p resolution. The antiglare surface keeps students involved no matter where
they’re seated in the room.
Simultaneous touch points
With 8 simultaneous touch points for Windows, multiple
students can use gestures, like zoom, rotate and flip,
at the same time. The natural learning experience
develops essential life-long collaboration skills without
students realizing it.

Silktouch™ technology
The most accurate, natural, and responsive touch
experience from corner-to-corner. Fingers glide
effortlessly over the surface, providing hours of errorfree use in perfect comfort.
SMART ink™ technology
Writing is natural and looks better with SMART ink.
Whether you’re using a pen or finger, each stoke is a
work of art. Its realistic digital ink improves legibility,
so teachers don’t have to re-write and students feel
confident contributing.
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